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Abstract

Few estimates of relative substitution rates, and the underlying mutation rates, exist between mitochondrial and nuclear genes in

insects. Previous estimates for insects indicate a 2–9 times faster substitution rate in mitochondrial genes relative to nuclear genes.

Here we use novel methods for estimating relative rates of substitution, which incorporate multiple substitutions, and apply these

methods to a group of insects (lice, Order: Phthiraptera). First, we use a modification of copath analysis (branch length regression)

to construct independent comparisons of rates, consisting of each branch in a phylogenetic tree. The branch length comparisons use

maximum likelihood models to correct for multiple substitution. In addition, we estimate codon-specific rates under maximum

likelihood for the different genes and compare these values. Estimates of the relative synonymous substitution rates between a

mitochondrial (COI) and nuclear (EF-1a) gene in lice indicate a relative rate of several 100 to 1. This rapid relative mitochondrial
rate (>100 times) is at least an order of magnitude faster than previous estimates for any group of organisms. Comparisons using the
same methods for another group of insects (aphids) reveals that this extreme relative rate estimate is not simply attributable to the

methods we used, because estimates from aphids are substantially lower. Taxon sampling affects the relative rate estimate, with

comparisons involving more closely related taxa resulting in a higher estimate. Relative rate estimates also increase with model

complexity, indicating that methods accounting for more multiple substitution estimate higher relative rates.

� 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The elevated rate of substitution in mitochondrial

DNA relative to nuclear DNA in animals is widely ap-

preciated. Several studies have indicated an elevated rate

of substitution, probably owing to underlying differ-

ences in mutation rates in vertebrate mitochondrial

DNA, compared to comparable nuclear genes (Brown

et al., 1979; Johnson and Clayton, 2000; Miyata et al.,

1982). The relative rate of nucleotide substitution and
mutation in mitochondrial versus nuclear genes has been

less extensively examined in insects. However, most

studies indicate that mitochondrial genes have a sub-

stitution and mutation rate that is 2–9 times faster than
nuclear genes (DeSalle et al., 1987; Monteiro and Pierce,

2001; Moriyama and Powell, 1997; Satta et al., 1987;

Tamura, 1992), and these estimates are similar to those

for vertebrates. Studies comparing rates of mitochon-

drial substitution for parasitic insects and their verte-

brate hosts have concluded that parasites show a faster

substitution rate than their hosts (Hafner et al., 1994;

Page et al., 1998; Paterson et al., 2000). Because all of
these studies have involved lice (Insecta: Phthiraptera),

it is unclear whether the elevated mitochondrial substi-

tution rate is characteristic of all insects, or just lice.

What is needed is a comparison of the relative mito-

chondrial to nuclear substitution rate in lice versus other

insects.
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Estimating the relative rate of substitution or muta-
tion between nuclear and mitochondrial genes is not as

straightforward as it might at first appear. First, varia-

tion in selective constraints between different gene re-

gions might lead to differences in the substitution rates.

For example, such differences are known to occur be-

tween mitochondrial protein coding genes (Jacobs et al.,

1988; Mindell and Thacker, 1996) and would affect es-

timates of relative rates of molecular evolution between
mitochondrial and nuclear genes. Ideally, estimates of

mutation should be derived from neutral sites because

their substitution rates should directly reflect underlying

mutation rates (Kimura, 1962).

Another potential concern is that, for comparisons

between species, rapidly evolving loci are expected to

undergo many multiple substitutions (Li, 1997). Meth-

ods that do not account for multiple substitution are
likely to underestimate the actual genetic divergence and

thus potentially bias the estimate of the relative substi-

tution rates. Methods that rely on simple genetic dis-

tances or parsimony reconstruction are likely to miss

such multiple substitutions (Johnson and Sorenson,

1998; Sanderson, 1990).

Here we use two methods for estimating the relative

rates of mitochondrial and nuclear mutation. The first
method is analogous to copath analysis, previously de-

veloped for comparison of host-parasite rates (Page,

1996). Copath analysis takes advantage of the many

independent comparisons that can be gleaned from a

large phylogeny, using branches common to two phy-

logenies. In the case of relative rates between genes,

branch lengths for various gene regions are estimated

for each branch in the tree, preferably using a method
that accounts for multiple substitution. The lengths of

the branches for the two genes are compared in a re-

gression analysis to estimate the relative substitution

rates (Page, 1996; Paterson et al., 2000). We assume that

the same species phylogeny underlies both genes

(Maddison, 1997; Pamilo and Nei, 1988; Slowinski and

Page, 1999), such that branches in a species phylogeny

are analogous to copaths.
To correct for multiple substitutions, we use a maxi-

mum likelihood framework (Felsenstein, 1981; Huel-

senbeck and Crandall, 1997). Branch lengths for the two

gene regions are estimated under a maximum likelihood

model. Likelihood models directly incorporate multiple

substitutions when estimating branch lengths, so this

procedure has the best chance of minimizing unrecovered

multiple substitutions that could compromise the rate
comparison. To evaluate the effect of functional con-

straints on the relative rate estimate, we conduct the

branch length regression using only third sites and com-

pare this to the estimate from all sites. Since the majority

of third position substitutions are synonymous, analysis

of only third positions will minimize the impact of po-

tentially selected amino acid replacement substitutions.

For the second method, we fit likelihood models to
the two genes and test whether they show a significantly

different rate using likelihood ratio tests. In addition, we

test for site specific (codon position) rates using likeli-

hood ratio tests and compare the rate parameters be-

tween genes. We also test whether the branch lengths for

the two different genes are proportional. This method is

fundamentally different than the regression of branch

lengths, and provides a comparison to the branch length
method.

For the rate comparison presented here, we evaluate

the relative rates of substitution for a portion of the

nuclear gene elongation factor-1 alpha (EF-1a) and a
portion of the mitochondrial gene cytochrome oxidase I

(COI) for lice (Phthiraptera). We evaluate the effect of

taxonomic sampling by comparing a data set for 150

species, including no more than three species from any
one genus, to two groups of dove lice that both include

many species from the same genus (Johnson and Clay-

ton, 2002). We compare the estimates for lice with those

of other paraneopteran insects for the same two genes.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Samples and sequencing

We obtained 150 species of bird and mammal lice,

including representatives of all four suborders, using

ethyl acetate fumigation (Clayton et al., 1992). From

individual lice, we extracted DNA by removing the head

from the body of the louse and placing both in a di-

gestion buffer from a Qiagen Tissue Extraction kit. Ex-
traction was completed according to manufacturer�s
protocols. After extraction, the head and body of each

louse were mounted together on a microslide as a vou-

cher. Vouchers were deposited in the Price Institute of

Phthirapteran Research (University of Utah) or the

University of Glasgow.

We amplified, using PCR, portions of the COI and

EF-1a genes from each extract. For COI we used the
primers L6625 and H7005 (Hafner et al., 1994) and for

EF-1a the primers EF1-For3 and Cho10 (Danforth and
Ji, 1998). PCR and sequencing were performed as de-

scribed previously (Cruickshank et al., 2001; Johnson

and Clayton, 2000). Sequences for complementary

chromatograms were resolved and then aligned across

species using the computer program Sequencher 3.0

(GeneCodes) or Sequence Navigator. Many of the EF-
1a sequences were published previously (Cruickshank
et al., 2001) and new sequences for EF-1a and COI were
deposited in GenBank (Accession Numbers AF545666–

AF545809).

To test the effects of taxon sampling, we used two

previously published data sets of EF-1a and COI se-
quences in lice: Columbicola and Physconelloidinae
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(Johnson and Clayton, 2002). These data sets contain 15
and 18 closely related taxa, respectively. As a compari-

son to other insects, we used a published data set for 14

closely related species of aphids (Hemiptera: Uroleucon)

for the same genes (Moran et al., 1999). Aphid se-

quences for EF-1a were unavailable for the same region
as the louse EF-1a sequences, but comparisons of rate
variation among exons of EF-1a for aphids revealed
little rate variation, so we selected an exon of similar size
(exon 1), for comparison with the louse data.

2.2. Phylogenetic analysis

To compare rates, we used maximum likelihood

(ML) to estimate branch lengths using PAUP* (Swof-

ford, 2001). Maximum likelihood models take into ac-

count multiple substitutions and thus are more likely to
accurately estimate the number of substitutions since an

ancestor along a branch. However, because finding the

optimal tree for 150 taxa under maximum likelihood is

extremely computationally intensive, we chose to use

phylogenetic estimates obtained from neighbor joining

of combined COI and EF-1a data (uncorrected dis-
tances). We rooted trees for Phthiraptera using species

in the suborder Amblycera as indicated by Lyal (1985)
and Johnson and Whiting (2002).

Direct comparison of branch lengths, as in copath

analysis, relies on the same underlying phylogeny for all

the paths. This is the species phylogeny, and we feel that

this is best estimated by combined analysis in this case.

We used a partition homogeneity test (Farris et al.,

1994, 1995; Swofford, 2001) and compared 50% boot-

strap trees (Felsenstein, 1985) between COI and EF-1a
for the 150 species of Phthiraptera to evaluate whether a

similar phylogeny underlies both genes. A partition

homogeneity test indicated significant heterogeneity

between COI and EF-1a data sets (P ¼ 0:01). However,
no node conflicted at >60% bootstrap support between
trees constructed from parsimony analysis of the two

genes independently. Evaluations of the performance of

the partition homogeneity test with the same underlying
phylogeny, but involving data sets of different rates

(Barker and Lutzoni, 2002; Darlu and Lecointre, 2002;

Dolphin et al., 2000), indicate that when rates between

data sets are dramatically different, significant hetero-

geneity can be detected even though there is no differ-

ence in the phylogenies underlying the data sets (see also

Johnson and Whiting, 2002 and Johnson et al., 2002).

Such an outcome can be detected by examining boot-
strap topologies, with the expectation that in such cases,

bootstrap topologies will not be in strong conflict

(Barker and Lutzoni, 2002). As we show below, com-

bining genes, even in the presence of heterogeneity, does

not appear to affect the estimate of relative substitution

rates, because data sets with congruent signal provide

similar rate estimates. In addition, the dramatic differ-

ence in rates that we estimate below is likely to have
caused the detection of significant heterogeneity by the

partition homogeneity test.

We estimated the relative rates of substitution at third

sites for COI and EF-1a using several different likeli-
hood models. First, to provide the most parameter in-

tensive estimate of branch lengths, we fit the most

general maximum likelihood model (general time re-

versible, rate heterogeneity under a c distribution with
eight rate categories, and invariant sites [GTR+G+ I])

to third sites for both COI and EF-1a. We estimated
branch lengths using the NJ tree topology for all sites

and for third sites only, with ML parameters estimated

separately in both cases. We estimated the relative

substitution rates for COI compared to EF-1a (third
sites and all sites) using reduced major axis regression.

Reduced major axis regression should be used when
both x and y variables are estimated with error

(McArdle, 1988). The slope of the reduced major axis

regression is the ratio of standard deviations of esti-

mated branch lengths. Because reduced major axis re-

gression does not pair identical branches per se, rather

involves the overall variance of branch lengths, we also

estimated relative rates under ordinary least squares

regression of COI branch lengths on EF-1a branch
lengths. All least squares regressions were forced

through the origin, because a branch length of zero for

one gene should correspond to a branch length of zero

for the other gene. In all cases, regression produced a

highly significant correlation in branch lengths (all

P < 0:001).
Branch length estimates may be sensitive to the

maximum likelihood model chosen for analysis. Thus, in
addition to using the parameter-rich (GTR+G+ I)

model, we also estimated branch lengths under the

model favored by likelihood ratio tests (Huelsenbeck

and Crandall, 1997), using the simplest model that could

not be rejected in favor of a more complex model. We

used the hierarchical likelihood ratio tests procedure as

implemented in the program Modeltest (Posada and

Crandall, 1998). Again we estimated these models for
each gene independently, for third sites only and for all

sites. Finally, to evaluate the role of unequal substitu-

tion types, base frequencies, and rate heterogeneity in

relative rate estimates, we used the simplest maximum

likelihood model (Jukes and Cantor, 1969) to estimate

branch lengths (again for both third sites only and all

sites).

For previously published data sets (Johnson and
Clayton, 2002; Moran et al., 1999), we used the reported

phylogenetic trees based on all the data over which to

estimate branch lengths for particular genes and codon

positions. In the case of Columbicola and aphids, this

involved additional genes beyond COI and EF-1a. We
estimated branch lengths using all the data partitions

and maximum likelihood models described above, with
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both regression techniques. All rates are reported as
COI (mitochondrial), relative to EF-1a (nuclear).
We supplemented the comparison of branch lengths

by performing a series of likelihood analyses using

program baseml from the PAML 3.0a package (Yang,

1997). PAML allows data to be partitioned into different

genes or codon positions and a rate parameter esti-

mated for each partition independently. Because of the

computationally intensive nature of these analyses we
restricted our analysis to the Columbicola, Physco-

nelloidinae, and aphid data sets. For each data set we

constructed series of progressively less restrictive models

and inferred the maximum likelihood branch lengths of

the same phylogeny used in the branch length regression

analyses. The most restrictive model treated the COI

and EF-1a sequences as a single gene evolving at the
same overall rate (this is model 0 in Table 2 of Yang
(1996) and corresponds to setting Mgene¼ 0 in the ba-
seml.ctl file in PAML). We then relaxed this constraint

by partitioning the data into the two genes, but with the

constraint that branch lengths for the two genes were

proportional (model 30, Mgene¼ 4). The program ba-

seml reports the relative rate of evolution in the two

partitions with respect to the rate in the first partition.

To account for the different substitution rates at the
three codon positions, we performed a third analysis

with a total of six partitions, three for each gene. Fi-

nally, we relaxed the constraint that branch lengths are

proportional across the six partitions (model 4,

Mgene¼ 1). Under this model, PAML does not report
the relative rate of substitution in the different parti-

tions, in contrast to model 30 in which the difference in
substitution rate is constant across the tree and hence
can be represented by a single value. Under model 4,

two partitions may evolve at different rates, but those

rates may vary across the tree, making it harder to de-

scribe by a single value (in the branch length comparison

analyses we estimated the overall rate difference using

regression).

We compared the models using likelihood ratio tests

as described by Yang (1996). In each case we compute
the deviance 2D‘ ¼ 2ð‘1 � ‘0Þ, where ‘1 is the log like-
lihood of the more general model, and ‘0 is the log
likelihood of the more restrictive model. The significance

of the deviance is evaluated as v2 with the number of
degrees of freedom being the difference in parameters

between the two models. To test whether mitochondrial

and nuclear genes are evolving at different rates we

compared the log-likelihoods for the combined and two-
partition analyses (model 0 and model 30, respectively),
which has one degree of freedom. Comparison of the

two-gene and two-gene/three-codons models has four

degrees of freedom. Model 4 estimates branch lengths

for the 2n� 3 branches in the g unrooted trees for n

sequences, where g is the number of partitions. Hence,

ignoring the sequence substitution and rate variation

among site parameters, model 4 has p ¼ gð2n� 3Þ pa-
rameters. Model 30 constrains the branch lengths in each
partition to be proportional, hence estimates 2n� 3
branch lengths and g � 1 rate ratios, giving

q ¼ 2nþ g � 4 parameters. The degrees of freedom for
comparing models 4 and 30 is p � q.
In all analyses the REV model of sequence substitu-

tion was used, with among-site variation in rate modeled

using a c distribution with eight rate categories to ac-
count for many of the substitution properties of these

data with reasonable computational complexity. This

model is a subset of the most general model used in the

PAUP* analyses (GTR+G+ I), which has the addi-

tional parameter of proportion of invariant sites (I). The

values for the parameters of the REV model and c dis-
tribution (shape parameter a) were estimated separately
for each partition (i.e., we allowed the substitution
process to be different for each partition of the data).

3. Results

For the 150-taxon phthirapteran data set, uncor-

rected pairwise divergences for COI ranged from 2.4 to

41.5%, while uncorrected divergences for EF-1a ranged
from 0 to 29.4% (Fig. 1). Neighbor joining produced a

tree indicating monophyly of all suborders except Is-

chnocera (Fig. 2). Haematomyzus elephantis Piaget, the

representative of the monogeneric suborder Rhynch-

ophthirina, appeared within Ischnocera. This tree con-

tained the branches on which maximum likelihood

branch lengths were estimated for the 150-taxon data

set. The GTR+G+ I likelihood model for COI third

Fig. 1. Plot of uncorrected pairwise sequence divergence for COI

against those for EF-1a using the 150 species data set.
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sites and EF-1a third sites produced branch lengths that
differed dramatically between the two genes (Table 1).

The estimated relative substitution rates for third sites

was 610:1 using reduced major axis regression of branch

lengths and 438:1 using least squares regression

(P < 0:0001). Considering all sites, relative substitution

Fig. 2. Neighbor joining tree based on combined COI and EF-1a sequences for the 150 taxon Phthiraptera data set. (a) Ischnocera, Rhynchoph-
thirina, and Anoplura; (b) Amblycera.
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rates were around 5:1 under the GTR+G+ I model

(Table 1). Using the models resulting from maximum

likelihood ratio tests from Modeltest, relative rate esti-

mates for third sites were still high, around one third the

estimated rates under the GTR+G+ I model. Relative

substitution rates for all sites under the Modeltest

models were slightly lower than those under the
GTR+G+ I model (Table 1). A Jukes–Cantor (Jukes

and Cantor, 1969) model resulted in greatly reduced

relative rate estimates, with similar estimates for third

sites and all sites (Table 1).

For Columbicola, uncorrected pairwise divergences

for COI ranged from 3.1 to 29.8%, while uncorrected

divergences for EF-1a ranged from 0 to 11.8%. Esti-

mates of relative rates for Columbicola from branch

length regression (Table 2) were similar in magnitude to

those for all Phthiraptera. However, the third site rela-

tive rate estimates for Columbicola were often higher

than those for all Phthiraptera. Fig. 3 shows branch

lengths for third positions of the two genes drawn to a
similar scale. Relative rate estimates for all sites com-

bined were an order of magnitude lower than those for

third sites only (Table 2). Again, relative rates declined

as the likelihood model became simpler. A Jukes–

Cantor model produced little difference in the estimated

relative rates based on third sites only and all sites.

Table 1

Relative mitochondrial/nuclear rates (�SE) using all Phthiraptera (150 taxa)

Model Sites Major axis regression Least squares regression

GTR+G+ I Third sites 609.7 437:5� 28:0
Modeltesta Third sites 190.5 141:5� 8:7
Jukes–Cantor Third sites 2.3 1:8� 0:1
GTR+G+ I All sites 5.5 5:1� 0:2
Modeltestb All sites 5.1 4:8� 0:2
Jukes–Cantor All sites 2.2 2:1� 0:1
aGTR+G (COI) and TIM+G+ I (EF-1a).
bGTR+G+ I (both genes).

Fig. 2. (continued)
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Uncorrected pairwise divergences of the two genes

for Physconelloidinae ranged from 3.6 to 19.3% for COI
and from 0 to 3.1% for EF-1a. Branch length regression

estimates of relative rates using the Physconelloidinae

data set (Table 3) produced similar results to both
the Phthiraptera and Columbicola analyses. However,

Fig. 3. Reconstruction of ML branch lengths over the Columbicola tree for (a) COI 3rd positions and (b) EF-1a 3rd positions. Scale indicated in the
figure. Note that the branches of the EF-1a tree should be 30 times shorter to make the trees to the same scale. This was not done because of the
difficulty of fitting both trees to scale on the same page. C.¼Columbicola.

Table 2

Relative mitochondrial/nuclear rates (�SE) using Columbicola (15 taxa)

Model Sites Major axis regression Least squares regression

GTR+G+ I Third sites 599.0 412:1� 89:3
Modeltesta Third sites 333.8 234:0� 50:5
Jukes–Cantor Third sites 2.7 2:1� 0:6
GTR+G+ I All sites 58.5 41:9� 7:1
Modeltestb All sites 44.2 33:4� 5:2
Jukes–Cantor All sites 2.9 2:6� 0:5
aHKY+G (COI) and TVMef+G (EF-1a).
b TVM+G (COI) and TVMef+G (EF-1a).
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relative rate estimates were generally higher for the

Physconelloidinae data set than for either the Phthi-

raptera or Columbicola data sets.

For aphids, uncorrected pairwise divergences for COI
ranged from 0.8 to 5.8%, while uncorrected divergences

for EF-1a ranged from 0 to 3.6%. In contrast to the

three louse data sets, estimates of the relative rates using

branch length regression of the aphid data set produced

markedly lower estimates (Table 4). Relative rate esti-

mates for third sites in aphids using the most complex

likelihood models were around an order of magnitude

lower (with a maximum around 20:1) than the louse
estimates (around 400:1 or greater). For the aphids,

more complex models, and analyses using third sites

only produced greater relative rate estimates, in a similar

manner to the louse comparisons.

Analysis of these data sets using codon specific rate

estimates from PAML (Yang, 1997) produced very

similar results to the branch length regression analysis.

The likelihood ratio tests for the Columbicola, Physco-
nelloidinae, and aphid data sets showed the same pat-

tern (Table 5). These tests indicated a significant

difference between mitochondrial and nuclear rates and

significant variation in rate among codon positions. In

all three of these data sets we could not reject the branch

lengths proportional model, hence we can use the rela-

tive rates reported by the model 30 analysis (Table 6).
For lice, if we combined the three codon positions to-
gether, the rate of substitution in the mitochondrial COI

gene was 50–60 times higher than the rate in the nuclear

EF-1a gene, whereas in aphids the difference was 4

times. At the third codon position the louse data sets

showed around 200–300 times higher levels of substitu-

tion in their mitochondrial genes, compared to a dif-

ference of 18 times in aphids. In both cases the lice

showed approximately an order of magnitude higher

relative rate of substitution in COI with respect to EF-
1a than did aphids.

4. Discussion

Branch length regression analysis provides a means of

obtaining many independent points for the calculation

of relative substitution rates between genes. Using this
method, estimates of relative rates of substitution be-

tween mitochondrial (COI) and nuclear genes (EF-1a)
at third sites for lice (>100:1) are generally one to two
orders of magnitude greater than previous estimates for

insects or any other organisms. Similar rates also are

estimated when codon specific rate parameters are used

to calculate relative rates. Taxon sampling affects the

estimate of relative rate. Estimates involving louse taxa
with lower overall sequence divergence were generally

higher than those involving more distantly related taxa.

Such a result would be expected if multiple substitutions

are underestimated for the fast gene in more distantly

related taxa. Despite the apparent bias in estimated

relative rates with overall genetic divergence, relative

rate estimates for lice are remarkably high in all data

sets and for both methods of analysis. Use of the same
methods for an aphid data set resulted in an estimated

mitochondrial:nuclear relative rate of around 20:1 or

less. This suggests that either the mutation rate of louse

mitochondrial DNA is elevated or that the nuclear

mutation rate is suppressed, relative to other insects.

Table 3

Relative mitochondrial/nuclear rates (�SE) using Physconelloidinae (18 taxa)

Model Sites Major axis regression Least squares regression

GTR+G+ I Third sites 1002.8 515:2� 197:5
Modeltesta Third sites 431.3 219:6� 84:3
Jukes–Cantor Third sites 9.4 5:1� 2:0
GTR+G+ I All sites 213.2 104:4� 37:1
Modeltestb All sites 240.3 117:4� 41:1
Jukes–Cantor All sites 5.1 5:4� 1:7
a TrN+G (COI) and K81uf+G (EF-1a).
bGTR+G+ I (COI) and TVMef+G (EF-1a).

Table 4

Relative mitochondrial/nuclear rates (� SE) using aphids (Uroleucon) (14 taxa)

Model Sites Major axis regression Least squares regression

GTR+G+ I Third sites 21.5 19:5� 2:7
Modeltesta Third sites 12.3 11:2� 1:6
Jukes–Cantor Third sites 1.9 1:7� 0:3
GTR+G+ I All sites 3.2 3:1� 0:4
Modeltestb All sites 3.0 2:9� 0:4
Jukes–Cantor All sites 1.9 1:9� 0:3
aHKY+G (COI) and HKY (EF-1a).
bGTR+G (COI) and K80 (EF-1a).
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Phylogenetic analysis of louse EF-1a in relation to other
insects indicates that, if anything, branch lengths for

EF-1a are longer in lice (unpublished analysis). Thus, it
appears that mitochondrial substitution rates are ele-

vated in lice, relative to other insects.

Differences in functional constraint at the amino acid

level can potentially affect estimates of the mutation rate

directly from the substitution rate. This effect can be

seen when first and second positions of codons are in-
corporated into the relative rate estimate. Most first and

second position substitutions are nonsynonymous. Es-

timates of relative mitochondrial:nuclear rates for lice

that incorporate all positions generally range from 5:1 to

100:1. These estimates appear to be even more sensitive

to taxon sampling than estimates from third positions

alone (see Tables 1–3). Selective constraints should only

make our relative rate estimate from third sites an un-
derestimate, if anything, because some third sites are

nonsynonymous sites.

A relative mutation rate between mitochondrial and

nuclear genes for lice of 100:1 or higher is unknown for

any group of organisms. Is this estimate reasonable?

Detailed examination of pairwise sequence divergences

between closely related taxa suggest that this is probably

not an artifact of our methods. For example, Columbi-

cola adamsi Clayton and Price and C. macrourae (Wil-

son) differ from each other by 20% uncorrected pairwise

sequence divergence for the COI gene. Comparisons of

third positions only for COI in these same taxa reveal

uncorrected divergences of 54%. However, C. adamsi

and C. macrourae show no differences in sequences of

the EF-1a gene. Certainly correction for multiple sub-
stitutions will only increase COI divergence estimates,
given that multiple substitutions are likely to be ram-

pant at third positions with such dramatically high di-

vergences. Given these considerations, relative rate

estimates should be much greater than 50:1, given

multiple substitution and the fact that not one substi-

tution event in EF-1a has yet occurred between these
taxa, despite the high COI divergence. As further illus-

tration, we plotted ML corrected pairwise divergences
for third sites for COI against those for EF-1a in Co-

lumbicola (Fig. 4). The initial slope provides an estimate

of the relative rate (Sturmbauer and Meyer, 1992), here

around 1000:1. A similar pattern emerges in Physco-

nelloidinae, where many highly divergent species at the

mitochondrial level show no divergence in EF-1a se-
quences.

Previous estimates of relative substitution rates in
many organisms may be underestimates because of the

difficulties of compensating for multiple substitutions.

Denver et al. (2000) estimated mitochondrial mutations

directly from mutation accumulation lines in Caenor-

habditis elegans and calculated a mutation rate two or-

ders of magnitude higher than previous indirect

estimates. Thus, selection against mutations and theT
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difficulties of identifying multiple substitutions may of-

ten lead to underestimates of mutation rates at rapidly

evolving loci.

While we are confident that our relative rate estimates
using copath and PAML analyses are reasonable, some

concerns remain. First, for the 150 taxon data set, the

COI and EF-1a data were not homogeneous as deter-
mined by the partition homogeneity test (Farris et al.,

1994, 1995; Swofford, 2001), and thus whether gene

phylogenies reflect the species phylogeny is in doubt.

Heterogeneity between gene partitions can arise from at

least two processes. First, a different underlying phy-
logeny between the two partitions may result in signifi-

cant heterogeneity. Phylogenetic incongruence between

genes may occur in cases of lineage sorting incongruent

with the species tree (Pamilo and Nei, 1988), hybrid-

ization (Johnson and Sorenson, 1999; Mason-Gamer

and Kellogg, 1996), or gene duplication (Slowinski and

Page, 1999). Alternatively, underlying differences in

substitution properties may result in detection of het-
erogeneity by the partition homogeneity test. When one

gene evolves at a much faster rate than another, even

given the same underlying phylogeny, the partition ho-

mogeneity test can reach significance (Barker and

Lutzoni, 2002; Darlu and Lecointre, 2002). In such

cases, bootstrap topologies are unlikely to show con-

flicting nodes between the two gene regions (Barker and

Lutzoni, 2002; Johnson and Whiting, 2002; Johnson
et al., 2002).

We demonstrate a substantially elevated substitution

rate in COI as compared to EF-1a and detect no to-
pological differences that are strongly supported (>60%)
by bootstrapping. These observations suggest that the

significance of the partition homogeneity test is a result

of a difference in rates, rather than a difference in gene

phylogenies. Thus, a combined phylogeny is still a rea-
sonable estimate of the species phylogeny, providing

homologous branches (‘‘copaths’’). The fact that the

Columbicola and Physconelloidinae data sets did not

exhibit heterogeneity (P > 0:10), but showed even more
dramatic rate differences, suggests that the combination

of heterogeneous genes, in the case of the 150 species

data set, did not provide an upwardly biased estimate of

relative rates.
A second concern is that we did not use the same

region of the EF-1a gene in the louse to aphid com-
parison because such homologous sequences were un-

available. In general, it is likely that variation between

nuclear regions is minor and would probably not lead to

the order of magnitude difference in substitution rates

Table 6

Rate of substitution in COI and EF-1a genes in three insect taxa

Data set Sites Rate parameter Ratio COI:EF-1a

COI EF-1a

Physconelloidinae All sites 1 0.018 55.6

pos1 1 0.013 76.9

pos2 0.12 0.016 7.5

pos3 129.9 0.41 316.8

Columbicola All sites 1 0.016 61.5

pos1 1 0.039 25.6

pos2 0.15 0.017 8.8

pos3 169.78 0.80 212.2

Aphids All sites 1 0.25 4.1

pos1 1 0.20 5.0

pos2 0.0001 0.0001 1.0

pos3 44.79 2.49 18.0

Note.When all sites in the two genes are combined the rate in EF-1a is reported as a proportion of the rate in COI. When the sites are treated by
codon position the rates at COI positions 2 and 3, and all sites in EF-1a are with respect to the first position in COI.

Fig. 4. Pairwise ML (GTR+G+ I) corrected distances for COI 3rd

sites against ML (GTR+G+ I) corrected distances for EF-1a 3rd sites
in Columbicola. The slope of the initial increase is an approximation of

the relative rate (around 1000:1), because multiple substitutions for

low divergences are likely to be minimal.
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between lice and aphids. Sequences for the nuclear gene
Wingless in lice show a similar overall divergence to EF-

1a sequences (unpub. data). In addition, sequences of
other mitochondrial regions in lice (e.g., cyt b) show

similar, or slightly higher, divergences than sequences

for the region of the COI gene presented here (unpub.

data). To further test this potential problem, we ana-

lyzed sequences for COI and EF-1a regions identical to
those for lice for seven species of treehoppers (Insecta:
Membracoidea; Cryan et al., 2000; C. Dietrich and J.

Cryan, pers. comm.). PAML analysis of these sequences

estimated a 38:1 relative rate at third sites, which is

similar to the estimate for aphids, but much less than the

relative rate for lice. Thus, for insects, it appears that

rate variation within the nuclear and mitochondrial ge-

nomes (at least for third positions) is relatively minor

and unlikely to drastically change our results.
In sum, mitochondrial substitution rates at third co-

don positions in lice appear to be dramatically elevated

(>100 times) over nuclear substitution rates at third
codon positions. Both branch length regression and site

specific rate parameter estimates have a high potential to

uncover multiple substitutions, which would otherwise

be missed when rate differences are extreme. Such high

relative rates are unknown in other organisms. Differ-
ences in mutation rates may arise through differences in

mitochondrial mutation pressure (e.g., oxidative stress)

or the DNA repair machinery. The louse mitochondrial

genome has several gene rearrangements relative to

other insects (Shao et al., 2001). These rearrangements

may alter mutation rates either through differences in

replication rate or in DNA repair. Aphids, treehoppers,

and lice are all paraneopteran insects (Yoshizawa and
Saigusa, 2001) and thus it appears that the rate elevation

in mtDNA is unique to the lineage leading to lice (see

also Simmons and Weller, 2001). To uncover the origin

of elevated mutation rates, further comparisons of rel-

ative rates and mitochondrial genome organization in

even more closely related groups of insects (e.g., Pso-

coptera) are needed to more completely document and

understand the origin of such dramatic differences in
substitution rates in lice.
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